Week Beginning- 18/05/2020
English Challenge
This week you are going to write your own fairy
tale! Think back to the story map you created last
week. Hopefully you have some really good ideas
for your fairy tale now. Make sure you follow your
plan. I am very excited to read some of these!
Try to remember:
 Your best cursive writing
 Finger spaces
 Capital letters and full stops
 Adjectives
 Your ‘ed’, ‘ing’, ‘est’ and ‘er’ endings
Extra challenge:
Can you include an exclamation mark and a question mark in your story?

Maths Challenge
This week we are learning about fractions. First make sure
you know how to split a shape into a half and a quarter.
You could do this practically with cakes or pizza. We must
know our two stem sentences:
 A half is when a shape or amount has been split
into 2 equal parts.
 A quarter is when a shape or amount has been split
into 4 equal parts.
I have also included a PowerPoint. It is important that you
recognise the symbols for both halves and quarters. Then
complete the attached worksheet.

Extra challenge:
Problem solving questions:
Miss Watts has 22p and needs to give
½ of this to her daughter. How much
does she have left?
Mrs Reynolds has 16p and she needs
to share it out between her family.
How much do they have if they get ¼
each?
SUPER HARD CHALLENGE:
Miss Holness has 40p. She gives away
½ to her friend. Then another friend
comes along and asks her for ½ of
what she has left. How much does
Miss Holness have now?

Science Challenge
As we move from Spring to Summer at the end of this month, have a think what might change. One of
the things that we might notice is how the length of the day changes. When I wake up in the morning it
is really light now but when I was getting up at Christmas time, I remember some very dark mornings!
What about when you go to bed? Is it still light?
Have a look at this video. See if you can spot each of the
seasons. https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/thechanging-seasons/zh4rkmn

Then have a look at the PDF. Look at the table at the end of the
PDF. This shows the number of daylight hours for each month. I
have simplified this for you to the right. Complete the pictogram
(template attached) to represent this data in a different way.
Perhaps someone at home could then ask you some questions
about your data such as:
 Which month has the highest number of sunlight hours?
 Which month has the lowest number of sunlight hours?
 How do you know that there were more sunlight hours in
Autumn than Winter?
 How many more hours are there in Summer than Winter?
 What happens to the number of hours of daylight from Summer to Autumn?

Topic Challenge
Find out all about England. See if you can find out:
 The capital city
 Some famous landmarks
 The national flower
 Any other interesting facts
Create a piece of non-fiction writing to tell me all
about England. Remember all the features of nonchronological reports:
 Title
 Subheadings
 Pictures

Curriculum Challenge
P.E – It is so important that you exercise because it
keeps you fit and healthy and it makes you feel
good inside too. Have a look at the PowerPoint and
discuss all of the benefits of exercise. Then see if
you can complete an exercise plan. I have attached
a template should you wish to use it but you
absolutely do not have to! You might want to draw
pictures instead or take photographs. It is up to you.

A note from Miss Watts
Please remember I would love to see the work you have created. I will be at school all of next week
with Mrs Reynolds and would love to share some of the work with her too. Please send this to me on
the class email address CLass1@mereworth.kent.sch.uk.
I hope you are all doing okay but if you need anything at all do not hesitate to get in touch.
Remember, the activities that have been given as additional resources are optional. If you want to
complete the learning in a different way, that is fine too.
Take care,
Miss Watts

